Over the past years the LHC experiments have reported experimental evidences for processes associated to photon-photon and photon-hadron interactions, showing their potential to investigate the production of low-and high-mass systems in exclusive events. In the particular case of the photoproduction of vector mesons, the experimental study of this final state is expected to shed light on the description of the QCD dynamics at small values of the Bjorken-x variable. In this paper we extend previous studies for the exclusive J/Ψ and Υ photoproduction in pp collisions based on the nonlinear QCD dynamics by performing a detailed study of the final state distributions that can be measured experimentally at the LHC and at the Future Circular Collider. Predictions for the rapidity and transverse momentum distributions of the vector mesons and of final-state dimuons are presented for pp collisions at √ s = 7, 13, and 100 TeV.
I. INTRODUCTION
The exclusive production via photon interactions has attracted great interest given the experimental evidences reported by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments at CERN over the past years. The CMS experiment has reported results on the exclusive production of dileptons in pp collisions at 7 TeV [1, 2] , the two-photon production of W + W − pairs in pp collisions at 7 and 8 TeV [3, 4] , and the Υ photoproduction in p-Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV [5] . The other LHC experiments have reported similar results, e.g. the exclusive production of dileptons and W + W − pairs by the ATLAS experiment in pp collisions at 7 and 8 TeV [6, 7] , the Υ photoproduction in pp collisions at 7 and 8 TeV by the LHCb experiment [8] [9] [10] , and the J/Ψ photoproduction in p-Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV and in Pb-Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV by the ALICE experiment [11] [12] [13] .
These results demonstrate the capability of the LHC experiments in probing the kinematic region of photon interactions and exclusive photoproduction at high energies, extending the previous results obtained at the Tevatron [14] , HERA [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , and RHIC [22] colliders. These set of measurements are the most comprehensive study of photon physics in hadronic collisions up to date, allowing more detailed studies of QED and the electroweak sector of the Standard Model and its extensions (for a recent review see, e.g. Ref. [23] ).
One of the main motivations for the study of the photoproduction of vector mesons in hadronic colliders is the possibility of probing the gluon distribution at small values of the Bjorken-x variable [24] , as well as the QCD dynamics at high energies [25] . During the last decade, these ideas have been widely discussed in the literature considering different theoretical approaches that assume distinct underlying assumptions (see, e.g. Refs. [26] [27] [28] ). Currently, we have that the experimental data are quite well described by models that consider the dipole approach and take into account nonlinear (saturation) effects in the QCD dynamics [29] [30] [31] [32] . One important aspect of the colour dipole models is that the LHC predictions are parameter free, since their main elements -the dipole-proton scattering amplitude and vector meson wave function -have been constrained by the HERA data. Moreover, the energy dependence of the cross sections -accessible at higher energies in the LHC than at HERA -is determined by the QCD dynamics including nonlinear effects. The contribution of these effects increases with the photon-proton centre-of-mass (c.m.) energy (W γp ), being dependent on the mass of the vector meson. In particular, we expect a larger contribution for the J/Ψ than for the Υ production. On the other hand, the recent LHCb data have been used to extract the gluon distribution (xg) assuming the validity of the linear DGLAP evolution equation [33] in the kinematical range considered [34, 35] , with the resulting gluon distribution being used as input to predict the cross sections for larger energies. It is important to emphasise that the xg obtained through this procedure differs from that obtained in usual global analysis and also that the contribution of the next-to-leading order corrections for the exclusive vector meson photoproduction in collinear factorisation still are subjects of intense debate [36] . Very recently, the BFKL approach have been applied in Ref. [28] for the vector meson production in pp collisions.
These authors have obtained that the linear BFKL evolution [37] is capable to describe the energy dependence of the cross sections in the current energy range probed by the LHCb data if a fit of the initial transverse momentum profile of the proton impact factor is performed. The studies performed in Refs. [28] [29] [30] 34] demonstrated that a clear determination of the underlying QCD dynamics is still not feasible by the simple comparison of the predictions with the experimental data for the rapidity distributions of the pp cross sections and/or for the unfolded γp → V p cross section. Consequently, the complementary study of other final state distributions is important to shed light on this subject. In this paper we analyse in detail the photoproduction of vector mesons (J/Ψ and Υ) in pp collisions at LHC energies whereas for the kinematical range expected to be probed by the Future Circular Collider (FCC) [38] . We will focus in the final-state kinematics of the vector mesons decaying into muons and we will investigate the impact in the observables of two different assumptions for the energy dependence of the γp → V p cross section. In particular, we estimate the rapidity and transverse momentum distributions of the vector mesons, as well as the acoplanarity and transverse momentum balance distributions of the dimuons from the decay of the vector mesons. In our study we will use the SuperCHIC v2.0 Monte Carlo (MC) event generator [39] , modified to include the predictions of the nonlinear QCD dynamics for the energy dependence of the vector meson photoproduction cross sections derived in Refs. [29, 30] . Finally, it is important to emphasise that we will present the predictions for the photoproduction of vector mesons at the FCC for the first time in the literature. This paper is organised as follows. In the next Section we present a brief review of the photoproduction of vector mesons in proton-proton collisions and discuss the approaches used in our analysis to estimate the γp → V p (V = J/Ψ and Υ) cross sections. Moreover, we present some details regarding the Monte Carlo event generator used in our study. In Section III we present our predictions for the total cross sections and different final state distributions that can be analysed in the Run-II of the LHC as well as at FCC. Finally, in Section IV we summarise the main conclusions of this work.
II. PHOTOPRODUCTION OF VECTOR MESONS IN PROTON -PROTON COLLI-

SIONS
The exclusive photoproduction is taken as the diffractive interaction between an emitted photon from one of the colliding protons and the second proton. The photon emission is described in the equivalent photon approximation [40] [41] [42] , which provides a photon flux based on the energy spectrum of the emitted photons. This flux can be obtained in terms of the electric and magnetic form factor of the proton, given by [43] 
with √ s being the pp c.m. collision energy, ω and Q 2 the photon energy and virtuality, respectively, and F i are the proton electromagnetic form factors
where G i are the Sachs form factors [44, 45 ]
with the minimum photon virtuality being given by [43] 
for √ s − ω ≫ m p . The total cross section is given by the convolution of the photon spectrum and the γp → V p cross section, which has to be evaluated with a minimum energy to produce the central system, as follows
where ⊗ indicates the presence of a rapidity gap in the final state. In the case of two proton beams, the total cross section has to evaluated with a multiplicative factor of 2 to take into account the possibility of a photon emission from both protons. The rapidity distribution of the vector meson is given by
with the photon energies being given by ω ± = (M V /2)e ±Y . This formula accounts for the forward and backward emission for the production of a vector meson with rapidity Y .
The main input in the calculations is the γp → V p cross section, which can be modelled in terms of different basic quantities, depending on the approach used to describe the process. In the collinear formalism the cross section is proportional to the square of the gluon distribution at x ≈ m V /W γp [46] [47] [48] , which satisfies the linear DGLAP equation. In the k T -factorisation approach, it is given in terms of the square of the unintegrated gluon distribution, which satisfies the linear BFKL [37] or its nonlinear generalisations. On the other hand, in the dipole approach it is proportional to [N (x, r, b)] 2 , where N is the forward dipole -proton scattering amplitude, which describes the interaction of adipole of size r with the proton at an impact parameter b and its evolution is given by the nonlinear Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) equation [49] in the Colour Glass Condensate (CGC) formalism [50] . One have that in all approaches the energy dependence of the γp → V p cross section is strongly dependent on the description of the QCD dynamics at high energies. In particular, we expect that although their predictions can be similar in a limited energy range, their extrapolations for higher values become very distinct, such that the experimental analysis of the process can be used to discriminate between the approaches. Recent
LHCb data have provided data in the range of W γp < 2 TeV, but the Run-II of the LHC is expected to probe values of order of 5 TeV, while the FCC (100 TeV) should probe W γp ≈ 15 TeV.
As discussed before, the current data for the rapidity distributions and/or unfolded γp → V p cross section can be described by different approaches based on distinct assumptions for the QCD dynamics and it is not clear if the isolated analysis of this distribution could discriminate between the different models in the future. Therefore, it is important to investigate the behaviour of the cross sections in the kinematical range that will be probed in the Run-II of the LHC and in the FCC, with particular emphasis in complementary final state distributions that can be directly compared with the experimental data. In order to obtain some estimates of these distributions, in what follows we will consider a phenomenological approach for the process that describe the current experimental data and can be implemented in a MC event generator.
Phenomenologically, the current experimental data for vector meson photoproduction can be described with a power-law function of the γp cross section with W γp , like σ ∝ W δ γp . In particular, in Ref. [39] , the following power-law fit is assumed
where W 0 = 1 GeV and δ V gives the slope of the differential cross section in terms of W γp , which is obtained by [51] 
Additionally, the parameter β V in Eq. (8) is the slope of the proton-Pomeron vertex, which is parametrized by a function based on the Regge theory
where β 0 = 4.6 GeV −2 and α ′ = 0.2 GeV −2 is the slope of the Regge trajectory, which are assumed universal for the two mesons. In the case of the J/Ψ production, the parameters N Ψ and δ Ψ , which provide the normalisation and the slope of the differential cross section, respectively, were extracted in Ref. The resulting values for N V and δ V discussed above are effective values constrained by the current data and are valid for a limited kinematical range. In particular, they are not associated to a specific model of the QCD dynamics. As a consequence, predictions for a higher energy range,
where new dynamical effects are expected to modify the energy dependence of the cross sections, should be considered as educated guess. In order to investigate the impact of the nonlinear effects on the energy dependence and compare its predictions with the approaches that are available at SuperCHIC2, we have fitted the predictions to the results evaluated in Refs. [29, 30] within the colour dipole framework [53] and using the bCGC model [54, 55] for the dipole-proton scattering amplitude. Then, we obtain that the energy dependence can be described using Eq. kinematical distributions of the vector mesons decaying into µ + µ − , which have been not studied previously in the literature.
III. RESULTS
Our goal in this Section is to present our predictions for the exclusive vector meson photoproduction in pp collisions at the LHC ( √ s = 7 and 13 TeV) and FCC ( √ s = 100 TeV) considering two different assumptions for the energy dependence of the γp → V p cross section. However, before presenting the results, it is important to discuss the possible impact of soft interactions that can populate the rapidity gaps in the final state [56] . This subject have been intensively discussed in the last years [57, 58] , mainly motivated by the experimental data for dijet production in single diffraction events [59, 60] that demonstrated that a gap survival factor should be taken into account in order to describe the data. The modelling and magnitude of this factor for the diffractive photon-hadron interaction still are themes of intense debate, with the possibility that it is equal to one being still valid. In particular, the four different models presented in Ref. [61] have been implemented in the SuperCHIC2 in a fully differential format. Thus, the kinematical distributions can be properly estimated by including such effect, since the survival factor depends on the particular subprocess under consideration. In Fig. 1 we estimate the impact of the extra soft reinteractions in the rapidity distributions for the J/Ψ production at √ s = 13 and 100 TeV using the default parameters for N Ψ and δ Ψ . We have that for central rapidities the prediction obtained disregarding the extra soft reinteractions, represented by the solid line, is very similar to those calculated using the four different models present in Ref. [39] . However, the survival corrections have a strong impact at large-η, reducing the cross sections by ≈35%. We checked that similar suppressions are obtained using the bCGC model. As the treatment and magnitude of the survival probability remains a theme of intense debate, in what follows we will present our predictions assuming that it is equal to unity.
In Fig. 2 and Table I we also present the predictions for Υ production obtained with the fitting parameters originally extracted from the HERA data. For the J/Ψ production, one have that the default and bCGC predictions are similar to LHC energies, which is expected since both models describe the current data. Moreover, they differ by ≈20% at the FCC energy regime, with the bCGC model predicting
HERA [64] Default [39] bCGC [29, 30] smaller values. Such aspect is also expected, since at larger energies the contribution of the nonlinear effects increases, modifying the energy dependence of the γp cross section. In the case of the Υ production, one have that if the old parameters, derived fitting the HERA data, are used in the calculations, the resulting predictions for the total cross section is one order of magnitude larger than those obtained with the parameters derived by the fitting of the HERA and LHCb data, simultaneously, that are the default parameters of the SuperCHIC2. Besides, we have that the default and bCGC predictions are similar at LHC energies and differ by ≈20% at the FCC, with the bCGC one predicting larger values for the total cross section. As in the J/Ψ case, we would expect the opposite result. We believe that this difference is associated to the fact that the default values for (N Υ , δ Υ ) have been obtained by fitting the current set data, which is smaller in comparison to the J/Ψ one. As a consequence, these effective values have a large uncertainty.
Surely, the Run-II data can improve this situation.
Lets now analyse the final-state distributions. In Fig. 3 we present our predictions for the rapidity (upper panels) and transverse momentum (lower panels) distributions for different values of the c.m. energy. This is a useful result, since it can be directly obtained from the phenomenological models, as well as from the analysis of the experimental results, as seen in Refs. [9, 10] . Considering initially the rapidity distribution for the J/Ψ production (upper left panel), one have that the default and bCGC predictions are very similar in the forward and backward regions at 7 and 13 TeV, but differ at mid-rapidities. In contrast, at FCC energies, they are similar at mid-rapidities and differ by ≈30% for |Y | = 5. In the case of the Υ production, we have that the difference between the predictions is smaller. In addition, we have analysed the transverse momentum distribution of Looking at the distributions of the muons coming from the decay of the vector mesons, applying specific kinematical cuts that may be useful in experimental analyses of exclusive events.
We focus on muons in this work given that the LHC experiments are highly efficient in their detection in hadronic collisions [62, 63] . In this case, one has to apply proper kinematical cuts to reduce the contamination from the inclusive background -i.e. Drell-Yan dimuon productionin order to enhance the signal region. Thus, for the current data-taking at the LHC, we focus this investigation on pp collisions at 13 TeV, selecting the events by applying a set of kinematic cuts on the single muons, such as η(µ ± ) < 2.5 and p ⊥ (µ ± ) > 0.5 GeV for the J/Ψ, whereas for the Υ(1S) we apply η(µ ± ) < 2.5 and p ⊥ (µ ± ) > 4.0 GeV. Considering that the continuum background from the exclusive two-photon γγ → µ + µ − production plays an important role in this kinematic range, we produce an event sample for this background and include it along with the predictions for the vector meson photoproduction to simulate a more realistic scenario. Together with the previous kinematic cuts, it is possible to improve the event selection by applying additional cuts on the dimuons to suppress the contribution from the continuum (non-resonant) background, like ∆p ⊥ (µ + µ − ) > 0.05 GeV, ∆φ(µ + µ − ) > 0.01, and p ⊥ (µ + µ − ) > 0.04 GeV for the J/Ψ, and ∆p ⊥ (µ + µ − ) > 0.05 GeV, ∆φ(µ + µ − ) > 0.01, and p ⊥ (µ + µ − ) > 0.12 GeV for the Υ(1S) photoproduction.
In Fig. 4 we present our predictions for the transverse momentum distributions of the dimuons in Fig. 4 , with a distribution centred around p ⊥ (µ + µ − ) ≃ 0.3 GeV. Given that the two-photon production has its largest contribution from back-to-back muons, it has a steep fall from low values of dimuon transverse momentum [1, 2] . On the other hand, the vector meson photoproduction shows a distribution around larger values of p ⊥ (µ + µ − ) due to the Pomeron exchange in the t-channel, and then the continuum background can be easily suppressed with kinematic cuts. Figure 4 also shows the acoplanarity distributions of the dimuons at 13 TeV including the continuum background. It is clear that the difference between the default and bCGC predictions is more pronounced in the J/Ψ case than in the Υ(1S) one. Moreover, even the background from the two-photon production being more significant at low acoplanarity, the kinematical cuts applied can minimize its contribution in the J/Ψ case, favouring a kinematic region for the comparison of the two models. Nevertheless, this region is totally contaminated in the Υ(1S) case. Another kinematic variable of interest is ∆p ⊥ (µ + µ − ), which measures the transverse momentum balance in the event, as shown in bottom panel of Fig. 4 . Once again, the J/Ψ photoproduction may provide the best scenario for a comparison of the phenomenological models, while they are similar for the Υ(1S) photoproduction. In both ranges, the contamination from inclusive background (such as Drell-Yan dimuon and resonant background) would be small or negligible, as shown in the reported analyses from the LHCb experiment [10] . Then, the signal-to-background (S/B) ratio obtained within these set of kinematic cuts results in around 21 for the J/Ψ photoproduction at the LHC at 13 TeV, showing the possibility of such study with the LHC data and comparison of the phenomenological models. Although the Υ(1S) photoproduction can be also studied, the S/B ratio goes down to 6. The same study have been performed for the FCC energy regime, where the predictions show a more favourable scenario for a comparison of the phenomenological models. Figure 5 shows the kinematics distributions of the muon pairs in both J/Ψ and Υ(1S) photoproduction at 100 TeV.
It is clear that the J/Ψ is the best observable that allows a comparison among the theoretical predictions with the Υ(1S) with nearly the same behaviour as in the LHC energy regime. Finally, the S/B ratio is around twice larger than the results at 13 TeV, showing that the future data coming from FCC will allow a better tuning of the phenomenological models in comparison with the experimental data. 
IV. SUMMARY
The exclusive vector meson photoproduction in pp collisions is an important probe of the QCD dynamics at high energies. Recent studies at Tevatron, RHIC and LHC have demonstrated that the experimental analysis of this process is feasible and that data can be used to constrain several aspects associated to its theoretical description. Such situation should be improved in a near future with the installation of forward detectors. In this paper we have analysed the exclusive J/Ψ and Υ photoproduction in pp collisions at the energies of the Run-II of LHC and presented predictions for the FCC for the first time. Our main emphasis was in the final state distributions that can be measured by the experimentalists. In order to estimated these distributions we have used the SuperCHIC2 tuned by the LHCb data. Moreover, we have modified the energy dependence of the photon-hadron cross section in order to take into account the nonlinear effects in the QCD dynamics, as described by the bCGC model, and obtain more realistic predictions for higher energies that those probed in the Run-I. The impact of the modelling of the energy dependence of the γp → V p cross section have been investigated. Finally, several final state distributions for the dimuons generated from the decay of the vector mesons were estimated considering realistic kinematic cuts and compared with the background associated to the exclusive γγ → µ + µ − production.
Our predictions can be directly compared with the Run-II data and shed light on the exclusive vector meson photoproduction at the FCC.
